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When it comes to protecting your Samsung Galaxy S6, you're sure to want a solid case to keep your phone protected in the long run. There are tons of Samsung Galaxy S6 cases to have, but only a handful of them are really worth finding a place on your device. Big names like Spigen, Poetic, OtterBox and Mophie have great S6 cases, but there are still some hidden gems. Many
of us are always on the lookout for this perfect case - and some may never find it. Fortunately, there are plenty of S6 cases to choose from, so there won't be a shortage of options when it comes to protecting your Galaxy S6. Before you dive in and pick up a new case for your Galaxy S6, you'll need to know what you want. Are you looking for something thin and light with light
protection only? Do you need hardcore protection galaxy s6 OtterBox? Or do you aim to get more juice from the S6 battery charge? No matter what you need, we're covering for you. Here you will always be able to find the latest news, reviews and information about all kinds of cases, holsters and other accessories for your Samsung Galaxy S6. John MacDougall / AFP / Getty
Images While many Samsung fans are busy reading the rumored products the company plans to introduce this year, the current owners of the existing Samsung Galaxy S6 finally see last year's flagship phone back in the news. That's because Samsung is finally pushing the latest version of Android on the Galaxy S6 and Galaxy S6 Edge, and an update for other smartphones and
tablets is expected to follow soon. As James Vincent reports for The Verge, Android Marshmallow is available for download on the Galaxy S6 and Galaxy S6 Edge starting on February 15. Android 6.0 Marshmallow was announced last May and offers an assortment of new features, including Now on Tap, which puts the power of Google Now everywhere in the operating system,
allowing users to search for contextual information about almost everything. Also important are Marshmallow's new battery-saving features, its redesigned app tray and app suggestions, plus renewed app permissions, which make it easier for users to figure out when and how apps access their data and take control of their privacy more efficiently. Vincent notes that the biggest
frustration with the latest version of Android was getting updates in the first place. What it characterizes as Samsung's non-existent upgrade schedule for non-Galaxy S6 and Galaxy S6 Edge devices will leave tons of Samsung customers still waiting for an update even as it is rolled out to S6 owners. Updates from other Android manufacturers have only just begun to appear, with
the LG G4 getting Marshmallow on the networks of most carriers, and Motorolin Moto G also starting to receive an update. It's likely that the Galaxy Note 5 and Galaxy S6 edge+ are slated for upcoming marshmallow releases. However, Samsung is easy about when exactly it can expect to see an update from its other devices, explaining that it will make separate announcements
on the details of the OS update schedule for each market in accordance with the carrier's market situation and requirements. In Vincent's estimation, if you're a big fan of Android really wanting the latest version of the operating system, your best bet will most likely wait and buy a new device with a preloaded device. (Of course, Android Marshmallow was released more than three
months ago on Nexus devices, which are still your best choice if you don't want to wait for hardware manufacturers to adopt the latest updates.) Chris Smith reports for BGR that the Galaxy S6 and Galaxy S6 Edge are the best Android phones Samsung has made so far, regardless of popular criticism for the absence of microSD card slots or removable batteries. But the update
fixes the phone's biggest flaw: that they didn't have the latest version of Android. After various beta tests and Android 6.0 leaks, Samsung has finally released an update. Updating Android 6.0 will bring all the features expected with the upgrade, and Galaxy S6 Edge users will even get improved functionality for the edge of the device screen. The phone will now have a larger or
improved edge screen that allows users to add more apps and display more content in the app. It will be able to customize up to nine panels, including the People and Apps edge panels, which are now 550px wide, with more space for information and shortcuts. It is likely that some of these new edge features will also appear in the upcoming Galaxy S7 Edge models, which are
likely to launch Android 6.0 Marshmallow from the box. Samsung recently revealed that the Galaxy S7 will support the same type of extended edge features as its predecessor. Ron Amadeo reports for Ars Technica that while Samsung does not explicitly say so, the February 15 rollout is likely only for unlocked, international devices, and Samsung's announcement cryptically
states that the company will make separate announcements about the details of the OS update schedule for each market according to the market situation and carrier requirements. Last year, Samsung began launching Lollipop in the Galaxy S5 just 31 days after its launch; For Marshmallow, this delay increased to 133 days. Of course, these figures only apply to unlocked
devices, and customers who buy their devices through carriers are subject to even longer delays as each carrier sticks their fingers in the update pie. Verizon was the fastest carrier to implement the Galaxy S5 Lollipop update last year and added 60 days to Samsung's release schedule. If carriers follow the same timeline this year, carrier customers could have a six-month grace
period for their first major update. If you bought your device from your carrier, you still have something to wait for before you can update your Galaxy S6 or Galaxy S6 Edge. But if you bought an unlocked device, here's what you need to do to get Update. Tap the Settings icon, tap About Device, and then tap Software Update. From there, you can tap Update Now to see if a new
version of the software is available, and follow the instructions on the upgrade screen. Make sure you're connected to Wi-Fi when downloading updates and make sure your phone is adequately charged before you start the process. More from gear &amp; style cheat sheet: Samsung really went to town with the design of the flagship Galaxy S6. Reflective glass back, metal frame
brushed to millimeters of your life and magnificent 5-inch display. But a striking look and gentle feeling come at a price. This isn't a robust phone. (Durability did not factor into the design process.) And if you want to keep those beautiful odds, you're going to have to do something to protect them. To help, we've collected some of the best Samsung Galaxy S6 cases on the market.
There's no need to worry about a broken Galaxy S6 when you have this case on, because it can survive falling up to 2 feet on concrete. The reinforced TPE corners and textured frame are designed to dissipate shock and make it easier to catch your phone. There is a back plate resistant to crushing polycarbonate that is transparent. You can surround the bumper in black or
purple, and there is a version with a transparent purple back panel. The only concern with this case is that the back panel could scratch over time. The Amazon Griffin Galaxy S6 has battery problems. If you're tired of running out of juice, you might want to check out this battery from Mophie. Inside, it has a 3,300 mAh battery, so you can double the battery life of the Galaxy S6.
There are four LED fields on the back line to display the remaining power and you can charge your phone with a plug, but it adds a little bulk, especially at the bottom. Mophie includes a headphone adapter, which you will need. This case is also protective with brushes at the edges and corners to absorb the shock of any impact. You can get it in black, white or gold. Amazon
Notice the reinforced angles in this case immediately, and they ensure that your Galaxy S6 will survive a drop of up to 6 feet. They also prevent your phone's body or screen from being in touch with surfaces. The button covers are well defined and the cutouts are precise. This case adds grip, but rubber corners can attract a lint if you stick it in your pocket. All in all, it's a good
solution for anyone looking for robust crash protection without spending a lot of money. Amazon GoBallistic This double-layer design consists of a Shock absorber, textured TPU internal and solid polycarbonate bumper in contrasting colors. It's a muffled fit, with precise port and camera openings, and responsive button covers. A raised frame helps protect the screen. It is quite thin
and should offer decent protection against bumps. Unfortunately, the textured back doesn't really add grip because the bumper is smooth. Worth. see the reduced price. Amazon Mobile Fun Here's a simple, inexpensive TPU case that will provide some basic protection for your Galaxy S6. It is flexible, so it is easy to fit, and it is comfortable to hold, adding a little grip. There are
accurate cutouts for all your ports, buttons, sensors, and camera. It is a little transparent and comes in a variety of colors. Each case has an Android mascot and a circle design on the back. There's also a slight lip on the front that helps protect your phone's screen if it should land face down. Amazon Trianium atomic case is trying to alleviate the great disadvantage of the Galaxy
S6 - battery life. The battery is rated at 3,500mAh, so you can expect your phone to last at least twice as long as usual. You can charge your phone with a case, and you can use NFC for contactless payments. Smooth, black finish adds to the profile of the device, which is especially svelte for the battery. It also comes with four LED displays that indicate the remaining power.
Amazon Here's an attractive option if you like the leather look. These original leather handbags are handmade, neatly sewn and offered in a variety of finishes. Open a distinctive, diagonal magnetic shutter and you'll find a hard black, plastic shell that will surely keep your Galaxy S6 in place. The cover has three credit card slots and IDs, with a larger pocket behind it. It can also be
folded back to create a landscape rack. There are cutouts for controls, ports and a camera, so you don't have to download the case. Amazon Show off that Galaxy S6 design and stay protected by this transparent case from Skech. The back plate is uv and polycarbonate resistant to scratches, and is paired with a frame that absorbs shock stroke. Port and camera openings are
generous and precise. Button covers are easy to find and use. The only real detail to talk about is the subtle Skech logo near the bottom of the right spine. There is also a slightly raised lip on the front to protect the screen. This case provides basic protection with minimal impact on aesthetics. Buy one now from: Amazon Classic two-tiered protective case at a reasonable price,
Coccon by Zagg meets military crash test standard 810G. There is a flexible TPU inner layer with button covers and a hard polycarbonate shell that shoots to the top. The camera opening works well and the bottom edge of the S6 remains open, so there is no problem connecting the cable. The inner layer, which comes in black, pink or red, also extends to the front to protect the
screen. The outer shell has a soft touch finish and a pattern of crossed lines that adds a little grip and visual style. Zagg If you like taking your Galaxy S6 on outdoor adventures with you, then maybe you should consider some truly robust protection. Lifeproof's Fre enclosure is designed to ensure complete protection against falls and elements. It is waterproof and offers solid from
drops. You won't have to worry about dirt, snow or rain with this case. You still have access to all buttons, ports and camera, as well as features such as fingerprint and heart rate sensors. It does add bulk, which affects responsiveness and volume, but it is the price you pay for this level of protection. Amazon These thin cases have handmade, natural wood set in minimalist, black
polycarbonate shells that are embossed on your Galaxy S6. There are openings on the side for buttons, and the case curves are only behind the corners, leaving the top and bottom edge almost completely exposed. The small lip prevents the screen from coming into contact with the surface when placed face down. These are very minimal cases, so do not expect more protection
against falls. A large selection of wood includes bamboo, cedar, blackened ash, cherry, elm, maple and more. Each one is a little different because of the natural grain of wood, but everyone feels and looks beautiful. Amazon You'll get full work with the Dilex Pro package, including a two-tier pack that combines shock-absorbing TPU, with a hard outer shell, finished in soft touch,
matte black. The outer shell has a convenient and durable magnetic kickstand. There's also a felt-lined case with a belt buckle attachment that you can pour your Galaxy S6 into. The cutouts are precise, and the button covers work well. This case offers solid protection and some practical additions. Black looks best, but often you can pick up versions of colors a little cheaper.
Amazon If you don't like covering up that beautiful Galaxy S6, then maybe the bumper will tempt you. Rhino Shield promises that its special polymer blend will protect your S6 in lows of up to 11.5 feet. Unless you're very tall, that should be enough protection for most situations. The bumper is soft, adds grip and protrudes to protect the screen and back. Button covers are easy to
find without looking and work well. The openings are accurate and generous enough for most supplements. You can get a version of this with front and rear protectors or combine it with your own, for full coverage. Amazon RhinoShield May have run out of vowels, but Tmbr cases certainly have bags of style. These are all wooden designs in rose garden, walnut and wenge. You
can even get a pair with the design of the trees on the back. A thin, woody veneer is placed in a tough polycarbonate, and on the front there is a black district color that is slightly raised to protect the screen. The sides are also textured for extra grip, leaving the button covers smooth. The cutouts are correct, and this is a thin case, so there should be no problems with the cranes or
the operation of the camera. These cases will not offer robust protection against falls, but if you are careful with your S6 they will be enough for you. Buy one now from: Tmbrs You can choose from all kinds of designs for these Skinit cases, but what makes this manufacturer really stand out is the option to customize your own with your favorite picture or photo. It's an easy process
to upload an image and tweak a case design and you'll get an overview of what it will look like before you buy. Cases are a classic blend of TPU and polycarbonate, with accurate cutouts and tactile button covers working as they should. If you choose a design, you'll get the case for $5 or $10 less. As the name suggests, Skinit also offers hazelnut skins for its Galaxy S6 (at $15 to
$20), which cover front and back, and can also be customized. Buy one now from: Skinit If you prefer thin cases, then Moshi's basic iGlaze case is worth checking out. It's made of TPU, but treated with a hard coating on the outside. This means that it snaps and offers rigid protection, but it also has enough to absorb small influences. You can choose between black or pink for a
glazed back, which has an almost ceramic look. The inner part of the frame and button covers are matte plastic, and on the pink version they provide a contrasting gray color. The cutouts are correct, and there's no splashing on the flash. Moshi Anyone working outdoors will appreciate the robust protection afforded by trident kraken. This is a really tough case, covering every
angle of your Galaxy S6, and protecting it from harm. Military standard 810F means you don't have to worry about falls, dust, dirt or rain. There are button covers, reinforced corners, plugs for connectors and a built-in screen protector. There's also a tough kickstand on the back, and a strap clip attachment. It's bulky and angular, but it's the price you pay for peace of mind. Amazon
This is an impressively low price for a real wallet-style leather case. Your Galaxy S6 slots into a hard plastic shell that's open at the top and bottom, and has cutouts on both sides to access the buttons. The whole thing is wrapped in padded leather, but there's an opening for the camera from the back seat. Closure is a magnetic flap. Inside there are three card slots and IDs, and
behind them a larger pocket of money. You can also support your S6 in view of the landscape when the case is open. Sewing is neat and the quality seems good for the price. Buy one now from: Mobile Fun The two-tone look of this case is not only aesthetic, as it is a classic blend of hard polycarbonate and shock-absorbing TPU. It is actually quite thin, although the manufacturer
promises good protection against the fall. The openings are precise and large, so there's no problem using the Galaxy S6 with the device on, and the button covers also work. There's also a screen protection lip on the front. There's a kickstand on this case, but it's disappointingly weak, and we wouldn't advise buying specifically for that feature. Amazon As a sleek piece of
technology, you might be willing to push out a boat a little bit, snatch a case that can live up to your Galaxy S6 on style and quality. French design flair and premium materials, make Noreve's range quite appealing. This vertical flip case is our favorite. you can from a wide range of different colours and different textures, for the exact exterior you want. You will see that the phone is
perfectly usable with this case. It's a little more expensive than some other leather crates, but you'll feel the difference, and customization options are a unique addition you won't find elsewhere. Buy one now from: Noreve Mobile Fun Samsung has teamed up with various brands and designers for its new line of Galaxy S6 cases, but we particularly like the transparent folio-style
case. It combines a thin shell that covers the corners of the phone with a front cover that protects the screen. The smart part is that the semi-transparent cover allows you to see things like time and incoming calls without having to open it. You can even communicate with the touchscreen through a case. Docking is perfect, as you'd expect with an official Samsung product, and it's
the most affordable it's ever been. Amazon Samsung You will enjoy full coverage for real protection with this robust case, but this will somewhat cramp the style of your Galaxy S6. The case is difficult with reinforced angles, actually meets military testing standards, so you don't have to worry too much about falls. It's also designed to boost your grip, so there's less chance of
dropping your phone in the first place. There's a frame and built-in screen protector covering the front of the phone, port covers and tactile button covers. And you'll find a generous cut-out for that camera on your back. The combination of black and charcoal is our choice, but it comes in raspberry and white, or plum and lavender. Buy one now from: BodyGlove This case has a lot
to offer, including a durable blend of TPU and polycarbonate. On the back is a handy kickstand that's perfect for watching movies on your Galaxy S6 while you're in landscape mode. There are also good button covers, and the phone screen, camera, speaker and ports remained open thanks to a multitude of precision cutouts. It's a relatively difficult case, one that will improve your
S6's chances of maintaining the appearance of the goods. Amazon Spigen One of the most memorable Galaxy S6 cases around belongs to South Korean manufacturer Caseology. Some of the materials and combined colors are a little garish for our taste, but the Wavelength series is good looking and practical. These are cases of TPU, so they are easy to fit in. On the back
surface is a textured wave pattern that adds grip and prevents the case from slipping off surfaces. All the cutouts you need are present and correct, but the buttons are covered. This is not a really robust case, but it will provide basic protection. Amazon Sometimes simplicity is best. With a design as beautiful as the Galaxy S6, you can the idea of covering it with plastic. Rearth finds
a kind of compromise by offering a clear shell that is very thin, lightweight and allows you to enjoy Samsung's design. There are button covers and openings for ports and camera, and you will get screen protector in the package. You can also get an opaque version of this case in black or gold. We wouldn't advise letting it out by testing it, but it should save your S6 from scratches
and minor bumps, and this is a budget-friendly option. Amazon If there is a case of a better look than this, then we would like to know about it. CandyShell Grip is an excellent blend of substance and style with a touch of fun stirred into the mix. Black and white is our favorite because it evokes memories of stormtroopers and galaxies far, far away, but all six available color
combinations really work well. Diving below the surface, you will find military protection against falls thanks to the two-tier design, and these ridges really add some valuable grip to the back and sides. Amazon Best Buy When you see a phone as beautifully designed as the Galaxy S6 you could be forgiven for turning your nose up at the idea of covering that brushed metal and
glass with plastic, but it needs to be protected. The answer might be to opt for a transparent case such as Octane Pure. It combines a TPU shock absorbent bumper, with a hard polycarbonate plate on the backtrag. The cutouts are precise and there is a generous opening for the powerful camera. This case strikes a great balance between style and protection. The Amazon Incipio
Futuristic, Industrial Design Urban Armor Gear range is quite masculine and these cases are as solid as they look, although they are much lighter than you might expect. You will find the usual soft core mixture for shock absorption in combination with a solid polycarbonate skeleton, and there are additional rubber pads on the corners to prevent the S6 from slipping off surfaces
and protecting it during falls. The openings are correct, and there are a forged button covering too. You can get this case in different colors and there is a transparent version. Buy one now from: The OtterBox brand's Urban Armor Gear is built on robust protection, but the Commuter Series isn't quite as chunky and protective as the top of the Defender range. You can choose from
different colors for the inner layer and outer cover and mix and match to get the combination you want. You'll find that the keys and ports are covered because this is a dust protection device, and a screen protector is turned on to make sure every aspect of your Galaxy S6 is safe from damage. This case offers heavy protection against falls and scratches. Amazon OtterBox This is
a premium leather one that is designed to replace wallets. It is handmade, and sewing from the outside is neat and precise. Open it and you'll find a shell to hug your phone and opposite there are a number of slots for your IDs and credit cards and a bigger pocket for cash. It has an elegant appearance and quality construction, which is reflected in the price. There's also a good
cutout for the camera from the back seat so there's no need to remove the S6 for photography. Recommendations of case-mate editors
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